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FAQs 
E-mail: afsl@iumw.edu.my | Website: www.iumw.edu.my/a-fsl2021 

Question Comment 

Is it compulsory to have a mentor/advisor? Every team must have their own 
mentor/advisor 

Can I choose a mentor outside of UNIKL? Yes, at your own expenses 

Will we be given a link to submit the video 
and report? 

Yes, the link to submit the video & 
report…(will be shared by mail) 

Are we allowed to create a video without 
showing our faces? 

Yes, you are free to apply your own 
creativity. 

Do you have a detailed structure of the 
report format? 

The design structure of the report is part of 
the assessment. Generally, report structure 
with headings and subheadings 

Can we make a landscape type of report? Yes, as long as it is either landscape or 
portrait mode. 

Can we put an infographic in our report? Yes, part of creativity and marks 
contribution. 

What if the students do not have a Turnitin 
account? 

We recommend creating one as the 
screening will definitely involve plagiarism 
on our side. You may use the free trial of 
any plagiarism software to check your 
work. 
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Do the teams need to attach the Turnitin 
report together? This is highly recommended.  

Is there a MAX number of pages, and does 
it include the first page and reference? 

There is only a MAX number of words, 
1500 words for juniors and 2000 words for 
seniors. The word count will not include 
the references. 

May I know if in text-citation is included in 
the word count? 

Only citations in the main body of the 
report will be counted. 

Can the Junior team write more than 1500 
words? 

Juniors are not to exceed 1500 words, 
marks will be deducted. 

What if the report exceeds the word count? 
The whole report will still be assessed by 
the judges albeit mark deduction for the 
number of word excess. 

Should we put a table of contents in our 
report? 

Any form of graphical content such as 
tables, and descriptions will contribute to 
marks. This depends on each teams 
creativity to convince the judges. 

What is the due date of the report? The due date is on the 26th of September 
2021 (11:59:59pm). 

Are we going to submit the report by 
ourselves in Turnitin? 

This is highly recommended. The 
screening community will also run your 
reports through anti-plagiarism software. 
(Any report with plagiarism above 25% will 
be heavily penalized/disqualified) 

How many teams will go to the finals The top 3 teams of each category will go to 
the National finals. 

Will there be a certificate for the advisors? Yes, we will provide certificates for the 
whole team. 
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